
Concurrent Programming Languages
COMP 623, Fall 2005

Assignment 3

Due date: December 2, 2005

Note: Assignments must be handed in in class. Late assignments will only be accepted with priorwritten permission
of the instructor.
You mustexplain all answers andshow all work to get full marks. All code must bewell-commented,appropriately
structured and generally readable. Marks will be very generously deducted if not!

1. In class you saw a dataflow network that generates the infinite stream offibonacci numbers. Design a dataflow
network that receives as input a stream of integer values, and emits the corresponding stream of fib(i) numbers
for each incomingi. Use only deterministic regular actors, switch, merge and cons and rest.

Show that your system performs as desired by deriving all the different streams present in your network. 6

2. Show how to implement ann-process barrier using boxed ambients. Assumen ambientsA1, . . . , An are in
parallel composition, and need to ensure that no ambient progresses past the barrier before all have arrived at
the barrier. 4

3. A k-collapsing petri net (k-CPN) is a Place/Transition system with an additional form of execution behaviour.
As well as the regular firing rules for transitions, if a placep contains at leastk tokens,p may also, atomically
and non-deterministically, decide to collapsek tokens into just a single token.

(a) Develop a reasonable equivalence relation between P/T systems based on transition firings.

Using your equivalence prove or disprove:k-CPNs are equivalent for allk ≥ 1. 4

(b) In a ∗-CPN, places may non-deterministically collapse any or all their tokens into onetoken. Are∗-
CPN’s equivalent to anyk-CPN’s? How do they relate to regular P/T systems? 4

4. Suppose 3 threads use semaphoresa, b, c, d, e, f (all initialized to 1) to communicate as follows:

Thread Actions

T1 P (d); P (e); P (a); V (d); P (c); V (e); V (a); V (c)

T2 P (a); P (b); P (c); V (a); P (f); V (c); V (b); V (f)

T2 P (b); P (f); V (b); P (d); V (f); P (e); V (d); V (e)

Draw and/or clearly describe a geometric intepretation of this locking behaviour. Is deadlock possible? 5

5. Suppose speculative multithreading is applied to Java code, but speculative threads abort every time they en-
counter operations that read or write avolatile variable, amonitorenter/exit (synchronized block
or synchronized method entry/exit), or any thread control operation (start, join, wait, notify and variants).
Ignoringfinals and finalization concerns, GC and native methods, is speculative multithreading allowed
under the new Java memory model? . 4

6. Construct a bracketing (1,1) L-system simulator. Your simulator should receive command-line parameters
including a maximum number of iterations, a number of threads to use, and an input axiom (string). It should
then iteratively apply a set of rules to the axiom; rewrites should be implemented using multiple threads acting
concurrently as much as possible.
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Productions should be embedded as specific functions/methods in your program (ie you do not need to write
a parser for rules, but it should be clear how to alter your program to implement other rules). You need to
support left and right contexts (up to 1 letter) and an arbitrary number ofrules. String alphabets can be upper
and lower case letters as well as symbols “+,-,[,]”.

All threads should wait until all the other threads are ready to go each iteration of rule application. After the
string is rewritten one thread should output it, and all threads should sleep for (500ms) and then move on to
the next iteration. After the final iteration each thread should sleep for 2000ms and then exit; the main thread
should not exit until all worker threads have completed. 13

Try your simulation on the following inputs and rule sets:

(a)
w : F
R1 : F −→ F+F--F+F

(b)
w : A
R1 : A −→ F[-A][+A]FA
R2 : F −→ FF

(c)
w : F
R1 : F −→ F[-F]F[+F][F]

(d)

w : F
R1 : F −→ F[-EF[aaaA]]E[+F[tttA]]
R2 : F < E −→ F[aF[+++A]][tF[---A]]
R3 : A −→ [+++Gp][++GGp][GGGGGp][-GGGp][--Gp][----Gp]

40

What to hand in

• All question answers should be handed in as hard-copy; this includes code printouts and output. Make sure
your output is presentable (very few if any lines wrap around, tabs arethe right size, etc).

• Code for programming questions should also be handed in electronically. Use thehandin facility to do
this see thehandin man page, orhttp://www.cs.mcgill.ca/socsinfo/handin/ for more
information. Hand in your source code only (one or more .c, or .java files),and a file output.txt containing
sample output. Include build/run instructions if they are not trivial and obvious. Make sure your code
compiles and executes properly on the teaching system (mimi, willy etc).

• Note: All assignment submissionsmust include the following on the first (or cover) page: “I declare
that this work represents my own efforts, and that all text and code have been written by me.” (fol-
lowed by your signature).
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